
From: Asha Gupta < > 
 
 "I AM A HINDU, Yes I am." 
 

 
  
This is NOT London, NOT Singapore, NOT any other foreign city. 
THIS IS IN OUR OWN COUNTRY - INDIA and in a STATE called 

GUJARAT. This is in AHMEDABAD and this model is a "SUCCESSFUL" 

BRTS (Bus Rapid Transport System); and this is recognized by international 

organizations as well..! 
  
The choice is yours.  
=== 
 If a Muslim says "Insha Allah", he is Secular.  
 If a Christian says "I love Jesus Christ", he is Secular.  
 But if a Hindu says "Jai Shree Ram", he is Communal?  



  
  
  
If a Muslim says "I am Muslim", he is Secular.  
If a Christian says "I am Christian", he is Secular.  
 

But if a Hindu says  I am Hindu", he is Communal??  
  
   To hell with Pseudo-secularism. 
  
I am a Hindu and I am proud of my dharma, my culture, my moral values, 

my history, my way of living and everything that my "Dharma" has taught 

me...  
 

Proudly feel & say, "I AM A HINDU" 
=== 
       We must understand 
  
Since partition, the rate at which the Muslims flourish in India is quite 

remarkable.  
  
We split our country in 3 and gave them 2 separate countries; Pakistan and 

Bangladesh, which had 80/20 Muslim – 

but Hindu population now has been reduced to a mere 2%?  
 === 
      Same thing with Kashmir 
 
Where are the Hindus?  
Why article 370?  
Why you pump them with subsidies and reservations? 
  
We are the 2nd largest Muslim populated country in the world and they are 

still called minorities? Where is the uniform civil code?  
  
Why is there so much partiality in spite of all the terrorism?  
  
If this continues, one day our country will be consumed, just like how the 

other Muslim countries were consumed.  
  
In Bharat I seriously feel like a Hindu in Pakistan already.  



=== 
      We all should admit 
  
A Nation’s progress or development stems from the Media. 
  
Instead of strengthening and following the nation’s progressiveness, the 

media is focusing on unwanted vested interests of personal nature.  
  
Has any National media focused on the above? 

 

(Bharat needs quality journalism that is based on fairness, impartiality and the 

truth. Such journalism is the base on which a democracy works.  Else it is not a 

democracy. The pro-nationalist rich people or companies need to take over 

Bharat’s media. – Skanda987)  
=== 
Shabby and Shameful.  
  
Kerala Police confirms our worst fears -  
  
The terror face of Popular Front of India stands exposed.  
  
This is the time for all nationalists, Muslims included, to come forward and 

oppose this anti-Indian organization.  
  
=== 
True Cases 
  
Case A: if a Hindu talks about greatness of Hinduism, he is a Communal  
  
Case B: if a Hindu talks about greatness of Islam, he is a Secular  
  
Case C: if a Muslim talks about greatness of Islam, he is a Democrat 
  
Case D: if a Muslim talks about greatness of Hinduism --- NOT A VALID 

SITUATION. 

 


